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Over the last ten years, the rate of growth has been one of the 

highest among OECD countries. This impressive growth rate is a 

direct result of the government’s policy and the steps it is taking to 

improve the business environment, eliminate excessive regulation 

and bureaucracy, reduce taxes, and promote innovation and 

entrepreneurship.

This is the second year we are publishing a detailed summary on 

the reduction of the government’s regulatory burden. The increasing 

range of the government’s actions in this aspect – from reliefs in 

the licensing of small and medium-size businesses, through reliefs 

for importers and exporters, to reducing the bureaucracy that 

affects each and every one of the country’s citizens – attest to 

my government’s clear commitment to treat each domain that is 

characterized by excess regulation.

The plans that were consolidated in 2017 are expected to save NIS 

1.35 billion annually and reduce over 40 million days of waiting to 

obtain government approvals. These savings are added to the savings 

achieved in the 2016 plan, reaching a total amount of approximately 

NIS 3 billion. This is apart from the indirect impact on the economy’s 

competitiveness and efficiency levels.

The regulatory reduction momentum is expected to accelerate over 

the next years.

We are committed to continuing reducing over-regulation to lead the 

Israeli economy to new heights of growth and prosperity.

Sincerely, 
Benjamin Netanyahu

Regulatory Burden Reduction Summary 2017 > Prime Minister’s Foreword
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Prime Minister’s Office Director General’s Foreword

In the last three years since the establishment of the government, 
Prime Minister’s Office has invested massive efforts to implement 
the government’s plan for reducing regulation and the cost of living. 
Those familiar with the public sector are well aware of how difficult 
it is to steer the government’s ship in another direction, and to instill 
a new organizational culture. The data published recently by the 
World Economic Forum show that the State of Israel sprang in two 
years from the 98th place in the world to the 41st place in terms of 
governmental regulatory burden. These findings and this summary 
are the proof that our efforts are yielding results.

In 2017, the government’s ministries dealt with 54 different regulatory 
areas in a wide range of the economy’s sectors and businesses types, 
as well as with 31 plans formulated in 2016 and 12 plans formulated 
in 2015. These plans, which are parts of the government regulatory 
puzzle, constitute a widespread and in-depth reform that will 
benefit many sectors: relief in the requirements for the industry’s 
environmental reporting; assistance to exporters of agricultural 
produce and dual-use products; aid to importers of wireless 
communication equipment; relief in the security requirements for 
businesses; shorter income tax and VAT registration processes; 
assistance with private and professional drivers’ licenses; and many 
additional measures for reducing regulation and bureaucracy.

The government’s work is aimed at creating better, more accurate 
and smarter regulation, which will enable to better protect the 
interests of the public. It also aims at reducing the cost of living and 
accelerate economic growth. We will continue working to reduce 
the regulatory burden imposed on businesses and facilitate Israel’s 
ongoing innovation.

Sincerely, 
Eli Groner

Regulatory Burden Reduction Summary 2017 > Director General’s Foreword
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Introduction

This Regulatory Burden Reduction book presents a summary of the 

regulatory burden reduction plans formulated by the government in 

2017, which are expected to be implemented in the upcoming years. 

This year, for the first time, the summary also includes a report on 

the implementation of the plans formulated in 2015 and 2016, as well 

as information about the domains each ministry will review in 2018.

The work presented in this summary is the product of the 

government’s deep commitment to improve the business 

environment and reduce the cost of living, through a consistent and 

methodical plan for slashing the regulatory and bureaucratic burden 

imposed on businesses and citizens.

In all, 54 plans are presented from 70 areas defined to be reviewed 

at the beginning of the year. Implementation of the plans is expected 

to lead to:

• Direct savings in costs in the amount of NIS 1,379,350,000 
annually

• Indirect savings in costs in the amount of NIS 1,460,000,000 
annually

• Time-to-market (TTM) reduction of 41,335,406 days annually

• Savings in government work hours – 3,041 days annually

The ministries’ full and detailed plans are posted on the Government 

Regulation Website at regulation.gov.il.
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Perception of Change

The plans reflect a wide range of issues under the government’s 

supervision. For example, as part of the domains reviewed in 2017, 

approximately 50 licenses and permits of various types, 7 export 

processes and 7 import processes were evaluated, as well as the 

regulation or registration of 7 professions.

Although the plans cover a variety of topics, they share the same 

perception of change, according to which the reduction in regulatory 

burden may be carried out by reducing the regulatory requirements 

themselves as well as by reducing the bureaucratic processes derived 

from the regulation.

Reducing regulatory requirements is achieved by:

• Cancelling and reducing requirements: for example, raising 

the joint sales turnover threshold, above which it is mandatory 

to submit a merger notification; canceling the requirement that 

holders of driving licenses over 40 undergo an eye examination 

every ten years; canceling the requirement to publish in the 

press, cancelling reporting requirements, and canceling the 

requirement for a mandatory export license for vegetable 

products’ exporters. In total, over 80 requirements will be 

cancelled or reduced.

• Creating differentials: for example, reducing the number of 

inspections for holders of hazardous substances that store 

small amounts of substances and are at negligent risk of 

affecting the population, setting an expedited procedure for 

examining mergers that clearly do not arise competitiveness 

concerns.
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• Moving towards international regulation: for example, 

adopting the regulation of the United States and Europe in 

respect of a binding germination standard, providing reliefs 

that are customary worldwide in terms of dual-use exports.

• Extending the validity or adopting ‘soft’ regulatory tools 
like using affidavits instead of licenses issued in advance: for 

example, extending the validity of tour guides’ licenses to four 

years or releasing communication products from customs with 

only an affidavit or declaration. In more than 20 cases, licenses 

were extended or soft regulatory tools were adopted.

Reducing bureaucracy is achieved by:

• Moving to online processes (digitization): for example, 

establishing personal areas for entities under supervision, 

using to online forms, online payment of fees, establishing 

digital interfaces between government entities, and more. In 

total, over 60 digitization processes will be carried out.

• Reducing reporting scope and frequency: for example, 

unifying the reporting requirements of various government 

entities so that one report serves several entities, transferring 

reports between entities, switching from semiannual reporting 

to annual reporting, and more.

• Simplifying and making information and procedures more 
accessible: for example, training sessions for entities being 

supervised, creating unified procedures, posting the regulator’s 

contact information, working closely with supervisees, and 

more.
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Reader’s Guide

The book is divided into chapters according to government 
ministries and auxiliary units. Each chapter is divided into three 
subsections:

1. Areas that were reviewed and plans formulated in 2017.

2. Monitoring the execution of the plans formulated in 2015 and 

2016.

3. Areas that will be reviewed in 2018.

Areas reviewed and plans formulated in 2017

The ministries’ plans constitute the core of the book.

This chapter presents a condensed report of a few sample measures 

that were selected from the complete plans and were classified 

into domains. The complete ministerial plan may be found in the 

Government Regulation Website – clicking the name of the area will 

open the detailed plan on the site.

In cases in which there is a gap between the plan and its execution, 

that is, the areas that were supposed to have been reviewed this year 

were not reviewed or were postponed to next year, this is noted in 

the ministerial details.

Three sets of figures are shown at the bottom of each area:

1. Cost savings – direct or indirect savings – these refer to 

future savings expected upon implementation of the plan, 

distinguishing between direct and indirect costs.

 Direct savings are savings in the direct costs incurred by 

the supervisee, whether out of pocket or in employees’ work 

hours. Direct savings have been calculated according to the 

international Cost Compliance Assessment method specified 

in the Government Regulatory Burden Reduction Guide. 

Direct savings have been calculated conservatively, and 

indicated in this book only in respect of the areas in which 

calculations were actually made.

Regulatory Burden Reduction Summary 2017  Reader’s Guide
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 Indirect savings are savings that are more difficult to 

measure. They represent savings that have an impact 

on general costs in the economy like future impact of 

competition or costs that are difficult to measure. Among 

these are process times, bureaucratic red tape or costs 

resulting from business uncertainty created by regulation. 

The costs that have been calculated and presented in the 

book are taken from the ministries’ reports.

The specified savings amounts are expected to be saved each year 

commencing upon implementation of the plan; they are not one-

time savings amount.

2. Time to market – refers to future savings expected upon the 

implementation of the plan, which were not calculated in 

the direct savings. TTM reduction may include shortening of 

processes and internship periods, the possibility to enter the 

labor market earlier, and more. TTM reduction is specified only 

in respect of areas in which calculations were made. Lack of 

details does not mean the plan did not lead to savings.

3. Deadline for execution – the data refers to the date on which 

the final stage of the plan is expected to be executed, upon 

which it will be considered completed. The complete timetable 

for completing the phases of all the plans may be found in the 

reports posted on the Government Regulation Website.
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Monitoring the execution of plans formulated in 2015 and 2016

This chapter contains a report on the implementation of the plans 

formulated and published in 2015 and 2016.

The report is presented in percentages and is comprises three 

categories – steps implemented, steps that were not implemented 

and whose date expired, and steps whose implementation date is still 

forthcoming.

Tracking is carried out based on the timetables and milestones for 

implementation specified in each plan, and pursuant to the ministry’s 

progress report.

Areas that will be reviewed in 2018

This section specifies the areas that each ministry is committed to 

examine in 2018. The areas are based on the table published on the 

Government Regulation Website, which outlines all the fields that 

will be reviewed within the five-year plan, distributed according to 

years and ministries.

Regulatory Burden Reduction Summary 2017  Reader’s Guide
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Message from the Director General

The Ministry of Energy is responsible for the energy industry and the 

natural resources of the State of Israel. It serves as a central government 

regulator and its duty is to monitor the public and private entities operating 

in these fields, while regulating the market, protecting consumers and 

preserving the environment.

The ministry regularly acts to reduce the regulatory costs that are imposed 

on supervisees, to optimize and improve the service provided to all Israeli 

citizens. The ministry invests heavily in updating processes, analyzing the 

energy industry, and in adapting regulation to the varying needs of the 

Israeli economy. Some of these processes are currently being executed in 

the framework of regulation-improvement processes and reduction of the 

regulatory burden described in this book.

It is the Ministry of Energy’s responsibility to aim for the best regulation 

and examine the burden imposed on the economy, along with risk 

management, benefit analysis and protection of the public interest. The 

ministry believes that balanced and efficient regulation will assist in 

meeting the highest safety standards for public safety, while optimizing 

utilization of natural resources, growing the economy and maintaining 

maximum energetic continuity for the State of Israel.

Sincerely, 

Udi Adiri

Expected annual market savings: 

Direct

NIS 11.9 
million

820
days

TTM 
reduction
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) (cooking gas) licensing

• Extension of the license period for those engaged in LPG from 
3 years to 5 years.

• Revocation of the duty that only a Level 1 installer can connect 
new gas devices (stove, oven) in homes, so that connection and 
disconnection of the devices can be executed by any person 
duly trained.

• Shortening the internship period of a Level 1 installer to enable 
a more rapid incorporation of installers in the labor market.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 11.7 million 820 days annually December 2018

Monitoring diesel fuel prices (reports)

• Cancellation of the requirement to report data that is not 
essential for active monitoring, for example, reporting on a 
company’s financial statements, depreciation forms, and more.

• Migration to simple and concise reports based on the report of 
final data rather than on cost components.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 0.2 million - December 2018
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Mining reports and registration

• The plan has been postponed and will be implemented in 2018.

Licensing and safety of LPG facilities

• No plan has been formulated.

Licensing of LPG suppliers

• No plan has been formulated.

Monitoring prices in the LPC industry (reports)

• No plan has been formulated.
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Industrial energy 
improvements survey 

Annual energy 
consumption reporting

Import and sale of 
power-consuming devices

100%

100%

57%43%

Execution of the plan to reduce burden 
formulated in 2015

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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Ministry of Energy  Execution Monitoring

1. Petroleum Unit at the Natural Resources 
Administration 
transfer and pledge of petroleum rights

2. Mines and Quarries Division at the Natural 
Resources Administration 
mines and quarries

Plans for 2018
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Message from the Director General

The Ministry of Defense is responsible for shaping and implementing 

national security goals, supporting the IDF in building its strength and 

operations, and achieve objectives in the social, technology, industry 

domains and non-security relations.

The ministry considers the reduction of regulation and bureaucracy a main 

goal of its activities. Optimization and improvement of services in the 

security areas are core milestones in the work of the ministry, from the 

citizens’ level to security companies.

Last year, the ministry was involved in extensive regulation-related 

activities. Reliefs were granted to security exporters and marketers, and 

information was made more accessible, while simplifying processes and 

optimization.

The ministry, with all its departments and units, will continue with these 

encompassing and diversified activities. In terms of reduction of regulation, 

the emphasis this year will be on concessions on permits and protection 

standards.

Sincerely, 

Major General (Retired) Udi Adam

Expected annual market savings:

Direct

NIS 268 
million

270,000 
days

TTM 
reduction
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Private buildings’ licensing

• Development of a new blast door for residential secure 
spaces – installation of this type of door allows for waiving 
the requirement to build shielding walls in front of the door 
and using two additional square meters in each unit. The door 
increases the design flexibility and enables the planner to 
select from three options: ordinary blast door with shielding 
wall, a fragments blast door, or the new blast door.

• Migration to an online permits system – the process of 
reviewing and approving requests for building permits will 
be carried out online, rather than physically going to the 
engineers’ offices with hard copies of the requests several 
times. The system also enables to regulate loads, transmit files 
between engineers and monitor the issuance of permits in real 
time.

• Cancellation of geographic distribution – so that each planner 
will be able to submit requests for building permits regardless 
of the sector in which the project is located.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 268 million
270,000 days 
annually

Executed
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Ministry of Defense  Formulated Plans

Hazardous substances’ holders report

• Migration from manual reporting with forms via fax or email 
to online reporting.

• Reduction in the number of audits to one audit every five 
years of holders of hazardous substances that keep only small 
amounts that are of a negligent risk of affecting the population.

• Increased officials’ accessibility by vesting more extensive 
powers to officers in the in the sectors.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

- - Executed
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Execution of burden reduction plans formulated in 2016

Licenses for importing firearms

Supervision of security exports

Homefront Command

33%

40%

20%80%

67%

60%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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The Ministry
of Public Security

Ministry of 
Public Security
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Message from the Director General

Optimization and improvement of services provided to citizens, along 
with balancing regulatory requirements are among the central 
principles behind the ministry’s activities for the benefit of the 
citizens of the State of Israel. Accordingly, a core goal of the Minister 
of Public Security’s policy is to improve regulation.

Last year, the regulators at the Ministry of Public Security, the 
Israel Police, the National Firefighting and Rescue Authority and the 
Firearms Licensing and Supervision Department carried out a diverse 
series of activities to improve regulation. These led to better services 
to citizens and to a reduction of hundreds of millions of shekels from 
regulation costs to citizens in general and to business owners in 
particular.

In 2018, the Ministry of Public Security and all its entities will 
continue to work to further improve regulation in accordance with 
the governmental five-year plan, and to better service to citizens 
while encouraging initiatives by the ministry’s regulators.

Sincerely, 
Moshe (Chico) Edri

Expected annual market saving:

Direct

NIS 291.4 
million
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The Ministry
of Public Security

Ministry of Public Security  Formulated Plans

Plans formulated in 2017:

Public security in business licensing

• Cancellation of the security requirement from approximately 
1,300 businesses, including retail stores (for example, Home 
Center and Ace) and swimming pools, at times when there are 
not many people.

• Cancellation of the requirement for cameras in businesses that 
do not serve alcohol, covering approximately 1,200 eateries and 
restaurants nationwide.

• Cancellation of the requirement for safety authorizations for 
approximately 3,500 businesses in permanent structures.

• Cancellation of the need for police approval for a business 
license for cab stations and commuters’ driving.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 190 million - Executed
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Fire safety in business licensing

• Retroactive elimination of structural requirements in existing 
buildings and businesses, for example, firefighters’ panel and 
telephone, fire separators, smoke control, and more. This 
applies on condition that these were not required in the 
original building permit.

• Elimination of requirements for automatic sprinklers system 
(from businesses of any size) in industrial buildings where the 
activities and risk level of raw materials is low, provided that 
these were not required in the original building permit.

• Cancellation of the need for fire safety approval of a business 
license for transportation businesses that transport, for 
example, food and waste.

Direct savings1 TTM reduction Deadline for execution

NIS 100 million - Executed

1. The savings resulting from the plan amount to NIS 1,000,000,000. However, these are one-time savings. 
Pursuant to the provisions of the OECD Regulatory Compliance Cost Assessment Guidance (2014), one-
time savings in costs are required to be spread over ten years.
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The Ministry
of Public Security

Ministry of Public Security  Formulated Plans

Firearms’ manufacturers and dealers

• Migration to an online system for reporting transactions and 
issuance of weapons.

• Cancellation of the stipulation requiring a business license as a 
condition for obtaining a firearm license (required, for example, 
to operate a shooting range). It will thus be possible to obtain 
the firearm license prior to obtaining the business license, and 
the business will be required to present the business license 
within a determined period of time.

• Extension of the validity of a firearm license from three to six 
years.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 1.4 million - August 2018
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Execution of the burden-reduction plans 
formulated in 2016

Firearms licensing

State of Israel business 
licensing

National Firefighting and Rescue 
Authority business license

100%

15%

20%80%

85%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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The Ministry
of Public Security

Ministry of Public Security  Domains to be Examined

1. Israel Police 
security at public entities guidelines (health 
institutions, railways, and more)

2. National Firefighting and Rescue Authority 
fire safety risk management in education and health 
buildings

3. Firearms Licensing and Supervision Department 
organizational license

Plans for 2018
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Message from the Director General

The Ministry of Construction and Housing considers reducing 
unnecessary regulatory restrictions in the housing market a priority, 
out of the understanding of the connection between improving 
regulation and decreasing the prices of apartments while increasing 
the number of new construction initiatives. Accordingly, in recent 
years, the ministry defined the reduction of regulatory burden as a 
key goal of its annual work plan.

The ministry has succeeded in reducing the excess burden without 
compromising the public interests the regulation seeks to protect. 
In 2017, the ministry implemented a large portion of the regulation 
improvement plan in the area of contractors’ registration.

In 2018, the ministry intends to establish a work team to conduct 
a Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) of the Contractors’ Registration 
Law, to re-examine the purposes of the law and its regulatory 
mechanisms. In the upcoming months, the ministry will share the 
process with the public, and in collaboration with Prime Minister’s 
Office will map the cores of burden resulting from regulations, 
which are related to the provisions and enforcement of the Sale 
(Apartments) Law. After completing the mapping, the ministry 
intends to prepare a work plan designed for reducing the regulatory 
burden under the Sale (Apartments) Law. This work is expected to be 
incorporated into the overall efforts of the ministry in the promotion 
of the housing market in Israel.

Sincerely, 
Hagai Reznik
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Plans formulated in 2017

Sale (Apartments) Law

• The plan has been postponed and will be implemented in 2018.

Securities and financial costs

• The plan has been postponed and will be implemented in 2018.

Execution of the burden-reduction plan 
formulated in 2015

Registrar of Contractors1 28%72%

1. The regulatory burden-reduction plan in the contractors’ registration area included two major legislation 
amendments. The ministry, in coordination with Prime Minister’s Office, will promote in their stead 
an RIA process for the primary law, to re-examine the purpose of the Registration of Contractors for 
Construction Engineering Works Law – 1969, and its regulatory mechanisms.

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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Ministry of 
Health
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Message from the Director General

The Israeli healthcare system is one of the leading healthcare systems 

worldwide, as is the research in the life sciences and medical domains. 

Improving regulation in clinical trials is based on understanding the great 

national importance of leveraging Israel’s relative advantages in the 

development of research in these domains. These studies provide many 

patients with access to innovative medical treatment they would not obtain 

otherwise, and place Israeli medicine at the forefront of technology. With 

this in mind, and in light of increasing global competition in research and 

development, the Ministry of Health has examined manners for optimizing 

and simplifying the regulatory processes. As part of this plan, it was decided 

to improve the approval processes also in the pharmaco-genetic trials and 

multi-center clinical trials domains, as well as take measures for simplifying 

and optimizing the processes for young companies and in general.

In 2018, the ministry’s headquarters will start working towards optimizing 

and simplifying the bureaucracy in business licensing processes in general 

and in eateries particularly. Over 40,000 eateries operate in Israel, which 

are required to be supervised and licensed by various entities, amongst 

them the Ministry of Health. In 2019, we will strive to formulate and 

implement a plan that will lead to optimal regulation in this domain so that 

it does not compromise public health, while reviewing and examining the 

burden imposed on business owners as part of the licensing and supervision 

processes.

Sincerely, 
Moshe Bar Siman Tov

Expected annual 
market savings:

134,000 
days

TTM 
reduction

NIS 30 
million

Direct
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Clinical trials

• Cancellation of the need for separate permits for an experiment 
conducted at several medical centers by creating a track to 
issue a consolidation certificate.

• Recognition of medical centers as entities authorized to 
approve trials including a pharmaco-genetic component.

• Encouraging young Israeli companies in the medical research 
domain by creating general guidelines to consolidate 
framework agreements between the companies and the 
medical centers, as well as providing assistance and guidance 
in the process of approving the trial.

• Establishing a portal that will enable entrepreneurs to check 
on the status of their request.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 30 million 134,000 days December 2018
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Food institutions’ certificate 

• The formulation of the plan had been postponed and will be 
implemented in 2018.

Issuance and renewal of ambulance companies’ licensing 

• The formulation of the plan had been postponed and will be 

implemented in 2018.

Registration of medical laboratories and environmental 
health laboratories

• The formulation of the plan had been postponed and will be 

implemented in 2018.
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1. Public health 
licensing of eateries

2. Health administrator 
issuance and renewal of licenses for ambulance 
companies

3. Public health 
registration of medical laboratories and environmental 
health laboratories

Plans for 2018

Execution of the burden-reduction plans 
formulated in 2015

Medical devices

Cosmetics

81% 19%

44%33%22%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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Ministry of Environmental Protection 

Message from the Director General

As a regulator, the Ministry of Environmental Protection bears the 
serious responsibility of protecting the general public and natural 
environment against a wide range of environmental hazards. 
However, and without compromising on the level of protection of 
Israel’s residents, the ministry is required to enable thriving financial 
activities of the industry and private sector, in a responsible manner 
and while promoting innovation and optimization.

As in previous years, this year too, the Ministry of Environmental 
Protection continued examining the environmental regulatory 
processes with a critical view and promoting regulatory reforms 
that will protect the public and reduce bureaucracy. Along with 
implementing improvement processes identified in previous years, 
and which have already yielded savings of millions of shekels for 
the economy, we have continued identifying and implementing new 
reforms for improved regulation. These span from a transverse and 
dramatic process for bettering industry reporting, through a historic 
reform in sludge treatment, to a variety of moves for bettering the 
regulation of channeling and sea dumping, noise and environmental 
demonstration sites. All these together will save the economy dozens 
of millions of shekels annually, encourage environmental innovation 
and reduce environmental hazards for the benefit of all citizens.

Sincerely, 
Yisrael Dancziger

Expected annual 
market savings: 40%  

overall reduction 
in regulation costs

Direct

NIS 49 
million
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Industry reports

• Consolidation of the annual reporting requirements into a 
consolidated report and cancellation of periodic reports. All 
annual reports submitted to the ministry were consolidated in 
a unified reporting format to be submitted on a single date – 
March 31st.

• Digitization of ongoing or periodic reports – sampling results, 
continuous monitoring, movement of hazardous waste, etc., 
in all media, will be delivered to the ministry digitally via 
dedicated information systems.

• Simplification of event report – by defining criteria for 
reporting events, distinguishing between a report requiring 
immediate response and a report required for investigating 
the event. Additionally, limitations will be set for reporting an 
event, as well as the dates for reporting and an integrated 
focal point.

• Reducing requirements for registration and storage of 
documents – relates to requirements and documents that 
in practice are not used for supervision and enforcement 
purposes.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 43.6 million - December 2020
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Ministry of Environmental Protection  Formulated Plans

Use and disposal of sludge

• Expanding the possibility of using sludge for energy-recovery 
purposes as well as for trials with innovative techniques.

• Extending the overall period for piling and distributing sludge 
for agricultural use.

• Allowing the transportation of nonstabilized sludge in 
containers or sealed facilities, subject to approval of the 
Commissioner.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 3.5 million - June 2018

Permits for discharging and dumping to the sea

• Creating a guiding policy for determining the permits’ terms 
and the duty to provide a reason upon denying requests for 
creating regulatory certainty.

• Reduction in monitoring and sampling requirements.

• Cancellation of the requirement to obtain a permit for press 
releases about obtaining the permit.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 2 million - December 2019
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Regulation of demonstration sites

• Promoting the use of an innovative technique through a 
ministry-wide procedure and modification of regulations, so 
that it will be possible to allow using an innovative technique, 
even if it has not yet been proven to the optimum available 
technique, for a period to be determined in the permit and at 
terms that will ensure tracking and monitoring.

• Assistance to entrepreneurs and plants wishing to promote an 
initial installation of an innovative environmental technique 
vis-a-vis the licensing entities.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

- - January 2018

Prevention of noise hazards

• Periodic training of the entities in charge of noise-hazards 
enforcement to prevent over-strictness in supervision. 

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

- - June 2018

Shipping and ports

• The plan has been postponed and will be implemented in 2018.

1. The Ministry has drawn and published a law memorandum for obtaining public comments. It has been 
decided to refrain from promoting the Law by the Government.
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Execution of the burden-reduction plans 
formulated in 2016

Integrated ecolicensing1

Nonionizing radiation

Hazardous waste

100%

13%

50%

80% 7%

50%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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1. Water and streams 
prevention of water and streams pollution

2. Marine and coasts 
shipping

3. Marine and coasts 
gas and petroleum

4. Marine and coasts 
coastal hazards

5. Streamlining of environmental licensing procedures 
emissions permits, hazardous materials permits, additional 
provisions in business licenses and more

6. Extermination 
exterminators’ licensing

Plans for 2018
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Message from the Director General
It is the government’s duty to promote the public’s interests, which include 
protecting health, safety and the environment. However, regulation has 
its costs. If by protecting health it is not possible to establish businesses 
or maintain agriculture – we have not cared for the public but have rather 
caused harm. It is also in the public interest to balance between the benefit 
of regulation and its costs. A regulator that does not understand this is not 
assuming its responsibility properly. We are committed to protecting the 
public, but also to take into consideration the regulation’s price and reduce 
it to a minimum.

In 2017, we took care of 13 different domains. The plans combine diverse 
solutions, including cancellation of unnecessary requirements, automation, 
internal streamlining and migration to modern monitoring.

This year, we also implemented the regulatory burden-reduction plans 
we formulated in 2016. The steps we have already taken have actually 
saved the economy NIS 81 million annually, and cancelled 220,000 waiting 
days. Accordingly, we reduced 25% in bureaucracy costs. We continue with 
implementation of the 2016 plans, which will reduce 51% of the bureaucracy.

These reforms are the result of hard work, creative thinking and courage to 
make decisions. I thank the regulators and the regulation policy team that 
lead us towards a more efficient economy and freer society.

Sincerely, 
Shlomo Ben Eliyahu

Expected annual market savings:

NIS 970 
million

Indirect

432,200 
days

TTM 
reduction37%  

overall reduction 
in bureaucracy 

costs

Direct

NIS 135 
million
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Veterinary inspection of abattoirs and slaughterhouses

• Reduction of 40% in the number of supervisors required in 
slaughterhouses – by adopting the American method (NPSI), 
which is based on a regime of self-monitoring and supervision 
of the production and slaughter processes, and which imposes 
responsibility on the supervisee for reducing the risks through 
a self-monitoring plan for food safety. A prerequisite of this 
method is a decrease in the rate of salmonella incidences at 
the slaughterhouse.

• Cancellation of the duty to obtain a priori approval upon 
establishing a plant or executing a structural change – by 
setting forth binding norms, which will be published in advance 
and examined after the establishment when issuing the 
operation permit for the plant.

• Automatic production of a veterinary certificate – by switching 
over from a veterinarian’s manual signature on each certificate 
to an automated signature. It will be possible to issue the 
certificate provided that the plant’s permit is valid and that 
the meat successfully complied with the veterinary monitoring 
process. A signed certificate is a prerequisite for marketing 
meat.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 96.8 million 775 days annually May 2019
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Supervision of fresh produce export

• Switching to automated supervision that will allow for 
paperless processes and issuing permits onsite without 
waiting.

• Cancellation of quality inspections of fresh produce.

• Accreditation of monitoring entities to be responsible for 
health inspection processes of fresh produce under the general 
supervision of the regulator.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 12.3 million
239,300 days 
annually

June 2019

Supervision of the production, import and marketing of 
seeds

• Cancellation of the germination standard required for 
vegetable seeds while adopting the regulation of the United 
State and Europe.

• Switching to automated supervision that will allow for 
paperless processes and issuing permits onsite without 
waiting.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 10.7 million
107,900 days 
annually

June 2019
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Veterinary inspection of cattle and sheep

• Cancellation of the requirement for blood work for diseases 
that do not pose a severe health risk but rather constitute a 
commercial issue.

• Definition of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for returning 
results of blood work sent to government laboratories.

• Recognition of private laboratories to conduct regulatory 
examinations.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 8.9 million
62,900 days 
annually

May 2019

Veterinary inspection of egg-laying and nurturing hen 
houses

• Switching from manual transfer certificates issued individually 
to transfer certificates issued automatically based on 
veterinary data.

• Increased availability of laboratories and reduction of 
transportation costs of samples by accrediting private 
laboratories to conduct all regulatory examinations.

• Switching from physically submitting original documents to 
email.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 2.7 million 15,200 days annually May 2019
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Supervision of seedlings and propagation materials

• Provision of an exemption from the requirement to mark fruit 
seedlings with labels, for plant nurseries that sell the seedlings 
directly to the end consumers.

• Reducing the number of inspections of fruit nurseries 
conducted by the regulator based on risk management.

• Cancellation of requirements and quality examinations of fruit 
seedlings.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 2.2 million 1,900 days annually June 2019

Licensing of exporters vegetable products

• Cancellation of a mandatory export license.

• Updating the infrastructure requirements at inspection stations 
(for example, packing houses) to ensure appropriate conditions 
for testing and treating vegetable products.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution

NIS 1.9 million 1,800 days annually December 2018
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Milk production quotas

• Switching over from physically submitting original documents 
to delivery via email.

• Allowing a variety of officials (attorney, accountant, tax 
consultant and others) to authorize documents.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.05 million 1,200 days annually June 2018

International trade supporting processes: supervision of 
exterminators and wood packages’ manufacturers

• Establishment of a quarantine treatment facility at Ben Gurion 
Airport, which will provide optimal conditions for quarantine 
treatments conveniently and safely.

• Extension of the validity of accreditation certificates of 
exterminators from one to three years.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.03 million 975 days annually December 2018
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Export of natural enemies (biological pesticides)

• Remote signing of export certificates through an automated 
system without requiring the supervisee to visit the regulator.

• Clarification and consolidation of all processes in a unified 
procedure.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.03 million 250 days annually June 2019
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Execution of the burden-reduction plans formulated 
in 2015 2016

Wholesale licensing

Pesticides and herbicides

Veterinary formulations

Allocation of foreign 
workers

100%

38%

36%

44%

46%

62%

64%

62%

56%

47%

Import of agricultural 
equipment

Distribution of import 
quotas

Import of vegetable 
products

Regulation of the 
veterinary medicine 

profession

Import of animals and 
animal products

Import of live fish types

61%

20%

35%

78%

34%

20%

22%

5%

60%

3%

7%

100%

20
15

20
16

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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1. Forests’ clerk (Forests and Trees Department) 
licenses for tree cutting and shifting

2. Veterinary Services – Poultry Health Unit 
import of birds

3. Veterinary Services – onsite veterinary services 
regulation of quarantine stations and locations 
(government and private)

4. Veterinary Services – onsite veterinary services 
treatment of livestock

5. Financial Department Planning Authority 
allocation of pastures

6. Veterinary Services – Animal Welfare Department 
issuance of show permits for shows that include 
animals

Plans for 2018
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Message from the Director General
The Ministry of Economy and Industry continuously strives to improve the 

business environment. To do so, it provides a variety of tools to help the 

business sector. At the same time, the ministry is taking action to remove 

regulatory barriers and facilitate business using a risk-management 

approach, creating regulation that does not impose unnecessary costs and 

encouraging a competitive and fair environment for the benefit of both 

businesses and consumers.

Two domains were evaluated in the annual plan: supervision of dual-

use products, and exemptions from licenses and import permits. These 

regulations apply to markets that manage financial activities valued 

at billions of shekels. Improvements in these regulations have a great 

potential for new business opportunities. Along with formulating the 

reliefs, the ministry implemented the reform through standards formulated 

last year. Opening the import inspections’ market to competition has 

recently been completed, a move that is expected to facilitate imports and 

reduce the cost of living. Additionally, the process of adapting the Israeli 

standardization to that customary in the world has been improved through 

Amendment 13 of the Standards Law enacted recently, which is expected 

to bring to a rapid removal of gaps in standardization that create trade 

barriers.

These actions help the ministry achieve its goals and realize the vision of 

positioning Israel as one of the 15 leading economies worldwide.

Sincerely, 

Shay Rinsky 

Expected annual market savings:

NIS 140 
million

Indirect

NIS 1.25 
million

Direct

14,515 
days

TTM 
reduction
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Supervision of dual-use export

• Extension of the maximum license validity for exporting a dual-
use product from one to two years.

• Adoption of the exemption and easement rules customary 
in the world – such as the “De Minimis Rule”, which allows 
granting an exemption from licenses when the supervised 
product is a partial and negligent component (in terms of 
cost) of another product; “Multinational Companies” procedure 
that will regulate a lenient licensing process in cases where 
multinational companies export between their branches, and 
more.

• Improvement of the online interface for submitting requests – 
by improving the user interface, providing access to the forms 
and adding an option to perform updates and modifications of 
requests already submitted.

Indirect savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 140 million 2,515 days annually May 2019

Tracks of exemption form licenses and import permits

• Expanding the exemptions from import permits or licenses 
by creating additional exemption reasons; for example, 
exemption from having to submit proof of compliance with an 
official standard for goods used in large financial ventures like 
infrastructure ventures.

• Expanding the exemptions from import permits or licenses by 
expanding existing reasons.
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• Establishment of an “import administration” that coordinates 
and handles requests, unifies work standards and improves 
continuity. This organizational change has shortened the times 
for handling requests by 20%.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 1.25 million 12,000 days annually August 2018

Removal of national changes from official standards

• Approximately one third of the official standards were 

examined as part of the three-year plan for removing national 

modifications (163 out of approximately 550 standards).

• Amendment 13 of the Standards Law was passed, which 

enables expediting the process of removing national 

modifications from official standards by setting a default, 

so that the formality will be removed from any national 

modification that is not required, unless determined otherwise.

Approval of inspection bodies in the weights and 
dimensions domain

• The domain was examined and no extraordinary burden was 

found.
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Execution of the burden-reduction 
formulated in 2016

50% 50%

50% 50%

Weights and dimensions

Standard does not apply

Mandatory standard marking

Standardization reform

100%

100%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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1. Environment Administration 
import licenses

2. Environment Administration 
trade levies

3. Weights and dimensions 
initial verification

4. Union of Cooperative Societies 
registration of associations and approval of articles of 
association

Plans for 2018
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Message from the Commissioner

The value of promoting competition, which is at the foundation 
of the Israel Antitrust Authority’s activities, is integrated into the 
values of reducing regulation and excess bureaucracy. The Israel 
Antitrust Authority has set a strategic goal: focus regulation and 
reduce the unnecessary regulatory burden in the context of antitrust 
laws. As specified in the annual report that follows, the authority 
is taking action for identifying unnecessary bureaucratic burden 
and reduce it to the highest extent possible. Furthermore, in 2017, 
the authority invested many efforts in formulating a reform in the 
antitrust laws, and one of its main goals is to reduce unnecessary 
regulatory burden. In addition to savings in the resources invested by 
the business sector – reducing excess regulatory burden will enable 
to focus the authority’s resources on business practices that pose a 
risk to competition and are significant for the economy, in favor of 
promoting competition and the welfare of the consumer in the Israeli 
economy. Continuing the promotion of the reform is expected to be 
a central mission of the authority in 2018 as well.

Sincerely, 
Michal Halperin

Expected annual market savings:

19,935  
days

TTM 
reduction

Direct

NIS 3.9 
million
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Merger licensing

• Increasing the joint sales turnover threshold triggering merger 
notification obligations, from NIS 150 million to NIS 360 million.

• Shortening the times for reviewing merger notifications 
by creating a ‘shining green merger’ procedure – a reduced 
evaluation procedure for mergers that clearly do not raise 
reasonable concern of compromising competition.

• Migration to online submission of merger notifications.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 3.9 million 14,765 days annually December 2019

Restrictive arrangement control

• Relief in the obligation to submit a restrictive arrangement for 
an individual permit – expanding the type exemption rules in 
respect of arrangements that do not raise reasonable concern 
of compromising competition. Inter alia, inclusion of a self-
assessment model as part of three type exemptions, renewal 
and creation of additional type exemptions.

• Migration to online submission of restrictive arrangement 
exemption requests.

• Shortening the times for reviewing restrictive arrangement 
exemption requests.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

- 5,170 days annually December 2018
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Regulation of suppliers’ and retailers’ activities pursuant 
to the Promotion of Competition in the Food Sector Law

• Reducing the obligation to refer to the Commissioner with 
individual exemption requests through type exemption rules, 
for example, in respect of the type exemption for actions and 
arrangements concerning consumer prices and modifications 
required.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

- - Executed
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1. Merger control 
review of the regulations defining merger notifications and 
the manner of reporting

2. Restrictive arrangement control 
continued evaluation of providing relief to the obligation 
to submit individual exemption requests by expanding the 
type exemption rules and instituting new type exemptions; 
continued examination of ways for shortening and 
optimizing the handling requests by the authority

Plans for 2018
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Israel Tax Authority

Message from the Israel Tax Authority Director General

The Israel Tax Authority is entrusted with promoting a fair and just 
taxation policy that leads to reduction of gaps and supports economic 
growth, efficiently and with fair competition, thus contributing to the 
welfare of the nation’s residents.

The authority sees great importance in improving customer services 
in a manner that will enable enforcement of true tax on the one 
hand, while trusting tax payers and facilitating the interface with the 
authority on the other hand.

Accordingly, the Tax Authority is taking action to reduce the 
regulatory burden imposed on the tax payers, simplify processes, 
reduce bureaucracy between the authority and the citizens, and 
improve the work interfaces within the authority and between the 
latter and the public.

Sincerely, 
Eran Yaacov

Expected annual market savings:

1,156,977 
days

TTM 
reduction

Direct

NIS 54.2 
million
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Opening VAT and income tax files

• Automatically opening files – so for example, for a represented 
individual, an income tax file will be opened automatically 
within two business days following the date of opening 
the VAT file; a deductions file will be opened, if necessary, 
automatically and immediately upon opening the income tax 
file; and more.

• In addition to the policy for opening files online – a hired 
employee requesting tax returns will be able to open an 
income tax file online; a represented partnership will be able 
to open a file online; and more.

• An application will be developed to enable scanning and 
sending the relevant documents rather than sending them 
via post or personally submitting them at the Tax Authority’s 
offices.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 35.5 million
1,156,977 days 
annually

December 2019
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Issuance of a resident certificate for a tax discount

• Provision of easements to local authorities so that they will be 
allowed to deliver to their residents certificates of residence 
in a unified process, without the resident having to submit a 
request form and additional documents (subject to additional 
evaluation).

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 15.7 million - Executed

Tax incentives for parents of a disabled child

• Automatic grant of benefit upon receipt of information online 
from the National Insurance Institution.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 3 million - Executed
 

Bookkeeping

• No plans were formulated – due to the complexity of the issue, 
a dedicated committee was established.

Tax returns

• No plan was formulated
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1. Simplifying the process of issuing tax incentives to parents 
of disabled children.

2. Declaration of a transaction and obtaining a tax certificate 
for registration with the Land Registry.

Plans for 2018
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Message from the Director General
The Ministry of Justice is a social ministry whose activities comprise significant 

economic aspects. As such, the ministry strives to achieve an optimal balance 

between creating rules that protect the public interest on the one hand, and 

reducing burdensome and restricting regulation on the other, making it one that 

encourages economic growth and development.

Regulatory burden reduction is at the top of the list of the ministry’s priorities 

in recent years. This year’s processes for improving regulation at the ministry’s 

units listed in this chapter are expected to lead, following implementation, to a 

significant reduction in regulation costs, in the number and duration of bureaucratic 

processes, and to the expansion of the online services basket.

The work plans presented in this Burden-Reduction Summary are the product of 

in-depth processes, which were carried out in an ongoing dialog with the public 

and in coordination with additional regulators at the government that work with 

the Ministry of Justice. This type of collaboration enables to identify and reduce 

regulatory burden also in additional government domains.

The governmental five-year plan for bettering regulation is an important tool; 

however, it does not stand on its own. In recent years, the Ministry of Justice 

makes sure to create a ‘climate of innovation’, which will encourage optimization 

and reduce burden, and is taking action to base its position as a central government 

entity that helps realize the Israeli economy’s growth potential and promotes the 

state’s social and economic thriving.

Sincerely, 

Emi Palmor

Expected annual market savings:

73,000 
hours

Government
work

1,890,350 
days

TTM 
reduction 33%  

overall reduction  
in regulation costs

Direct

NIS 64 
million
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Notaries licensing

• Saving documents as electronic copies and cancelling the need 
of archiving – by migrating to electronically signatures for 
digital storage. The arrangement will serve as a basis migrating 
additional services to be digitally signed, for example, the 
Apostille Service.

• Privatization of the Apostille Service for public certificates 
of the government’s ministries – by creating a nationally 
deployed reserve of private notaries that will be certified by 
the Ministry of Justice to provide the service. This way, there 
will no longer be a need to physically appear at the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs in Jerusalem to obtain the service.

• Reducing the governmental requirement for notary 
certification – by examining the governmental and financial 
regulation according to which notary authorization is required, 
and modifying the requirement where a declaration or affidavit 
given before an attorney is sufficient.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 54 million - December 2019
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Inheritances

• Cancelling the duty to deliver all requests for a Succession 
Order to be reviewed by the legal representative on behalf of 
the Attorney General.

• Issuance of a Succession Order and Probate Order digitally, 
which will enable sending the orders to the applicant as well 
as to private and governmental entities digitally.

• Establishing an interface between the Administrator General 
and the Population and Immigration Authority, which will 
revoke the need to appear at the Ministry of Interior to obtain 
a Death Certificate.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 5.7 million
1,665,000 days 
annually

March 2020

Registration of Associations/NGOs (Amutot) – 
multioffice reduction

• Establishing unified regulatory requirements of the three 
authorities supervising associations – the Israeli Corporations 
Authority, the Tax Authority and the Accountant General at the 
Ministry of Finance.

• Cancelling the need for multiple reporting to the three 
authorities by the transfer of information between the 
authorities and reducing the amount of information required 
to be reported.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 3.1 million - June 2019
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Accountants’ licensing

• Cancelling the requirement for original documents and 
switching to electronic forms when registering for exams and 
filing applications for internship certificates.

• Automation of certification exams.

• Conducting strict quality control of the writing process and 
checking certification exams.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.85 million
152,250 days 
annually

September 2019

Land appraisers’ licensing and handling decisive 
appraiser files

• Shortening the hearing process before a decisive appraiser by 
43 days, by increasing the number of decisive appraisers and 
improving their geographic deployment.

• Easement in the request for intern registration by cancelling 
the required attorney affidavit and consolidation of forms.

• Improving internships supervision through a new model.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.36 million 73,100 days annually June 2019
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Political parties’ registration

• Switching from physically submitting documents and reports 
to sending copies via email.

• Reduction of the costs of review fees.

• Cancellation of the obligation to issue a press release in respect 
of signatories on behalf of the party.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.1 million - September 2019

Opening a business with a click – multioffice reduction

• Creating the infrastructure for consolidating the processes of 
registering a company and opening a file – after registration of 
the new company with the Israeli Corporations Authority, the 
process of review and opening the file at the Tax Authority will 
continue automatically and online by sending the required data 
and documents directly between the authorities. Submitting 
separate requests to these entities will no longer be required 
and will not require the appearance of the person submitting 
the request.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

- - December 2018

Appeals on administrative decisions at the Land Registry 
and Settlement of Rights Department

• The domain was examined and no extraordinary burden was 
found.
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Execution of the burden-reduction formulated in 2016

30%60% 10%

18%

16%

Legal guardians’ 
supervision 

Land Registration and 
Settlement of Rights 

Department (Land Registry)

Israel Patent Office

3%

24%

79%

60%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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1. Associations Register 
in-depth audits of associations and NPOs

2. Associations Register 
professional guidance provided to associations

3. Realtors Registrar 
regulation of the realtors’ profession

4. Private Investigators Licensing Department 
regulation of the private investigations profession

5. Administrator General 
supervision of estate managers

6. Administrator General 
return of assets

Plans for 2018
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Message from the Director General

The Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services assists a wide range 
of populations at major crossroads throughout their lives. It provides 
solutions in times of crisis, increases their incorporation into the 
workforce, and encourages the nurturing of human capital in order 
to realize the potential of the different population groups in the labor 
market.

The need to act for continued improvement of the public service 
to citizens is a cornerstone of the ministry’s policy. As part of the 
ministry’s commitment to assist individuals and by virtue of its duty 
to encourage the economic productivity and growth within the 
economy, it integrates and promotes incorporation into the workforce 
of each of the groups that require special attention.

The current technology age provides us with the tools to optimize 
our work processes while reducing bureaucratic and regulatory 
burden.

This year, the ministry’s units will examine how it is possible to 
provide additional easements, among others by instilling the use of 
digital tools

Sincerely, 
Dr. Avigdor Kaplan
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Plans formulated in 2017:1

Registration of practical engineers and technicians

• Shortening the time for handling requests for registration from 
50 days to 5 days by creating an automated interface between 
the Occupations Registration & Licensing Department and the 
education institutions, and by cancelling additional registration 
requirements.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

- - Executed

Administrative enforcement policy in the labor laws 
domain – handling complaints 

• Creating an enforcement track in which handling complaints 
will be completed upon amending the violation, and will not be 
turned over to a criminal or administrative investigation and 
enforcement track (provided certain conditions are met). 

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

- - Executed

1. Due to the fact that the occupation division from the Ministry of Economy and Industry moved to the 
Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services (currently the Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs and Social 
Services), reports on the activities of the division in 2016 were not published. Formulation of the plans 
presented above was completed in 2017.
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1. Occupations Registration & Licensing Department  
examining the process for licensing technicians, practical 
engineers and engineers schooled in electrical engineering, 
who are required to register in a profession registrar and to 
undergo a process for licensing in electricity

2. Regulation and Enforcement Administration – Youth 
Labor Law 
examining the process required for obtaining a permit for 
employing youngsters in the performances, advertisement 
and brokerage domains (impresario)

Plans for 2018

Execution of the burden-reduction plans 
formulated in 2015

Employment of workers by 
manpower firms

Obtaining a permit under the 
Women Labor Law

100%

100%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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Message from the Director General
The Ministry of the Interior is entrusted with the regulation of local 
governance in Israel. As part of the process of empowering local 
municipalities aimed at improving the service provided to the public, and 
striving to improve the quality of life of all citizens and reduce the cost 
of living – the ministry has led an effort to reduce regulation within the 
business licensing domain.

The ministry attached great importance to easing the regulatory burden 
imposed on small and medium size businesses, which are an engine for 
the economic growth of local municipalities. At the same time, it ensures 
that the conditions required for protecting the public welfare, safety and 
security are met.

At its core, the reform expresses a conceptual change from an approach 
that does not trust the public to one that does. The center of weight is thus 
shifted from a bureaucratic process that does not distinguish between types 
of businesses as a central tool for ensuring the protection of the public 
interest, to an approach that distinguishes between types of businesses 
at various levels of complexity and applies different regulations, and even 
enables businesses of low and moderate complexity to obtain a license 
based on an affidavit.

This is not the last word by the Ministry of the Interior, which is committed 
to continuing and promoting more reforms and engaging in other plans to 
further reduce the regulatory burden and improve the quality of life in the 
Israel.

Sincerely, 
Mordechai Cohen

Expected annual market savings:

1,650,000 
days

TTM 
reduction
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Ministry of 
Interior

Plans formulated in 2017:

Business licensing
• Shortening the average time to issue a business license from 

ten months to six weeks – by creating differential licensing 
tracks depending on the measure of a business’ complexity: 
businesses with a low complexity level will be opened based 
on an affidavit within 21 days, and business of a medium 
complexity level will be opened based on an affidavit within 
66 days. The plan affected a total of approximately 100,000 
businesses out of 150,000 businesses requiring licensing.

• Creating a rule of “automatic approval in the absence of a 
response” throughout the licensing stages, so that failure 
to obtain a response from the licensing authorities and the 
issuers of the permit within the timeframe set forth under law 
is equivalent to the approval of the business owner’s request.

• Strengthening supervision and enforcement tools, among 
others, by providing the authorities with the option of revoking 
the license within the period of the expedited permit; in other 
words, 180 days following the date of issuance, and adding an 
option to impose financial sanctions on businesses in violation 
of the law.

• Including considerations for the encouragement of economic 
activities – by requiring the authorities to take into account 
financial considerations as well as the costs for business 
owners upon determining the regulation.

• Consolidating the supervision issue – in cases of discrepancies 
between supervisors, their overseer’s conclusive decision will 
be required.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

- 1,650,000 days 
annually

June 2019
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Ministry of Transport and Road Safety

Message from the Director General

The vast scope of operations by the Ministry of Transport and 
Road Safety touches the lives of all Israeli citizens, both in terms of 
occupation and economy, as well as in the context of their quality of 
life. The work of the ministry is a power multiplier for realizing the 
government’s goals and affects many fields of activity.

Reducing bureaucratic processes and regulation are an important 
part in realizing the ministry’s vision of improving the services 
provided to the citizens.

Accordingly, 2017 was a leap forward in improving regulation 
processes, both in terms of the number of domains that were 
examined as well as in the engagement in significant core issues.

Sincerely, 
Karen Turner Eyal

Expected annual market savings:

35,766,000 
days

TTM 
reduction 67%  

overall reduction in
bureaucracy costs

Direct

NIS 469 
million
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Private driving licenses

• Relief in the renewal of driving licenses – among others, by 
cancelling the requirement to undergo an eye exam every ten 
years commencing the age of forty and extending the validity 
of the license (upon expiration of the ‘young driver’ period) until 
the age of seventy, rather than renewing every ten years.

• Reducing the waiting time at the licensing branches – by 
expanding the services provided through other means, such 
as issuing driving licenses at postal branches and service 
machines. Cancellation of requirements that are not necessary 
and imposed a burden on the licensing branches, such as a 
request for an exemption from the theory exam, reporting 
the expiration of the period accompanying a minor, and more, 
as well as improving the service at branches by increasing 
the number of service agents and expanding the hours of 
operation.

• Easements to drivers whose licensees were restricted due to 
execution debts – cancellation of the requirement from drivers 
whose license was restricted, and who continued driving being 
unaware, to undergo a practical test.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 375 million 25,000,000 days 
annually

December 2019
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Professional driving licenses

• Shortening the waiting times for a medical-competence exam 
required from applicants for a public driving license and heavy 
weight vehicles, through an initial screening by an outside 
franchisee and reducing the waiting time to 21 days at most 
for candidates who are in good health condition.

• Recognition of professional licenses issued by the IDF by 
empowering a Chief Medical Officer to conduct medical exams 
on behalf of the Licensing Authority.

• Migration to an online request form for obtaining a driving 
license.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 57 million 5,300,000 days 
annually

December 2018

Mobile construction machinery registration and licensing

• Reducing the requirements imposed on importers of 
mobile construction machinery, placing an emphasis on the 
requirements of equity capital, engagement with a mechanics 
garage and obligation to supply spare parts.

• Migration to online submission of import requests.

• Reducing the maintenance requirements of equipment that 
does not go on public roads.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 18.5 million 1,500,000 days 
annually

December 2018
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Handicapped parking tags

• Migration to an online system for submitting requests for 
parking tags that will also enable tracking the progress of the 
request.

• Regulating the method of appealing the regulator’s decisions.

• Migration to online forms for changing the details of a 
handicapped vehicle instead of having to visit the licensing 
branch.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 9.5 million 3,572,000 days 
annually

June 2019

Licensing companies for the transport of cargo

• Changing the manner of registration of transport companies 
and switching over to registration with no need to arrive at the 
regulator’s offices in Tel Aviv.

• Reducing the waiting time of truck drivers carrying hazardous 
substances for a security background check from two months 
to two weeks by improving the interface with the security 
entities.

• Cancelling the obligation to print the ‘transporter license’ on 
blue paper, so that it will be possible to print on any printer.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 6 million 380,000 days 
annually

December 2019
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Marine vessel registration

• Decentralization of the authority for self-registration of jet skis 
by importers, similar to the procedure in the vehicles sector.

• Migration to online payment of fees.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 1.8 million - June 2019

Engineering approval and coastal shipping

• Reduction by half of marine vessels requiring an engineering 
approval as a stipulation for testing sailing fitness.

• Migration to online payment of fees.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.8 million - June 2018

Flight employees’ licensing

• Migration to online payment of fees and creating a personal 
space for the supervisee.

• Improving the compatibility between the local regulation and 
the European regulation, among others, by using the European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) question pool for the theory 
exam.

• Defining an SLA and binding service convention, which will be 
released to the public.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.75 million
14,000 days 
annually

December 2020
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Flight services licensing

• Separation of licensing of aerial works (for example, aerial 
photography) from passenger air transport for pay, as a 
replacement for the exemption mechanism currently used.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.03 million 270 days annually July 2018

Landing strips licensing and conservation of order at 
airports and landing strips

• The domain was examined and no extraordinary burden was 
found.

Certification of test laboratories

• The domain was examined and no extraordinary burden was 
found.

Registration and marking of aircraft

• The domain was examined and no extraordinary burden was 
found.

Terms of shipment and transport of hazardous substances 
on national trains

• The plan has been postponed and will be implemented in 2018.

Reform in vehicle services licensing

• The plan has been postponed and will be implemented in 2018.
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Execution of the burden-reduction formulated in 2016

Certification of ferrymen

Type certificate for 
marine vessels

33%

100%

44% 22%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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1. Traffic Administration – Vehicle Department 
vehicle standardization

2. Traffic Administration – Vehicle Department 
business licensing in the vehicle sector

3. Traffic Administration – Vehicle Department 
certification and supervision of professionals in the vehicle sector

4. National Public Transport Authority – Trains Department 
terms of shipment and transport of hazardous substances on 

national trains

5. National Public Transport Authority – Planning, Licensing and 
Operation of Public Transport Department 
license for operating a cab

6. National Public Transport Authority – Planning, Licensing and 
Operation of Public Transport Department 
car-rental licensing

7. Infrastructures Administration – National Commissioner of 
Transport 
Road signs authorities and traffic arrangements

Plans for 2018
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Ministry of Transport and Road Safety  Domains to be Examined

8. Shipping and ports Authority – Shipping and Ports Supervision 
and Monitoring Department 
supervision of ships in ports

9. Civil Aviation Authority – Aerial Supervision 
licensing and marking of aircraft

10. Civil Aviation Authority – Engineering 
aircraft noise

11. Civil Aviation Authority – Economics and International 
Relations 
air transport rules

12. Civil Aviation Authority – Economics and International 
Relations 
licenses for operating and leasing aircraft

13. Civil Aviation Authority – Aerial Supervision 
duties of air transporting supervisors

14. Civil Aviation Authority – Aerial Supervision 
general instructions for operating aircraft
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Message from the Director General

In 2017, over 3.6 million tourists visited Israel – an all-time record. 
The Ministry of Tourism operates on two levels. One of these 
levels is by increasing the demand for tourism products in Israel 
through advanced marketing agreements, encouraging opening 
airlines, focusing on advertising campaigns, and more. The other is 
diversification and development of the tourism supply – assisting 
in establishing public tourism infrastructures, supporting tourism 
events, investing in developing hotels, and more.

The Ministry of Tourism considers reducing the cost of tourism 
products in Israel a core objective. Reduction of regulation is one 
of the ministry’s main tools for improving tourism and providing 
an optimum touristic experience. On May 21, 2016 a ministerial 
committee resolution was passed concerning the reduction of 
regulation at the Ministry of Tourism. Included in it were easements 
in the terms for business licensing, safeguard requirements, 
promotion of exemptions in the issuance of entry visas to Israel, 
and more. The Tourism Services Law Bill, currently under advanced 
legislation proceedings, also brings news to the field of regulation 
reduction. As part of the bill, emphasis will be placed on the reduction 
of regulation in the tour guides’ domain.

The ministry continues to work to improve the regulatory 
environment and promote the growth of tourism.

Sincerely, 
Amir Halevi
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Tour guides licensing

• Cancelling the requirement to use tour guides for domestic 
tourism, excluding groups consisting of more than 25 people 
organized by travel agents.

• Extending the validity of the license from two to four years.

• Shortening the duration of training from two years to one 
year by shortening the classroom knowledge studies and 
emphasizing on training skills.

• Creating a condensed training track for obtaining a tour guide 
license for university graduates in relevant fields.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

- - Executed
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Execution of the burden-reduction formulated in 2016

Hotel regulation 11%72% 17%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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Ministry of 
Communications

Message from the Deputy Director General

The main functions of the Ministry of Communications include, inter alia, 
outlining long-term policies and strategies to promote leadership in the 
telecommunications domain (Bezeq, broadcasts, postal services), and 
formulated the ‘rules of the game’ in the communications sector. This is 
accomplished through legislation and licensing, while encouraging an open 
and competitive market for the benefit of the entire population.

As a result of the technological changes over recent decades, the Ministry 
of Communications is well aware that excess regulation imposes a heavy 
burden on the public, on companies in the communications sector and even 
on the regulator. This creates difficulties in the allocation of resources for 
conducting an overall assessment that includes a market analysis and 
adapting the regulation to its changes needs while promoting the public 
interest. Therefore, the ministry is engaged in defining general and clear 
boundaries that will be easy to supervise and monitor on the one hand, and 
which will be easy to adapt ad hoc on the other hand.

The Ministry of Communications has worked and will continue to work 
to optimize its processes. Over the last two years, a significant structural 
change has been carried out, the signs of which are already being seen in 
the services provided to the citizen.

Furthermore, as part of the regulation-improvement processes at the 
ministry and in collaboration with the Ministry of Finance, the Prime 
Minister’s Office and the Ministry of the Economy, important measures have 
been taken in the import of wireless equipment, according to which it will 
be possible to import many wireless devices without a ministry permit.

Sincerely, 
Shamila Maymon

Expected annual market savings:

500  
days

TTM 
reduction

Indirect

NIS 350 
million
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Plans formulated in 2017

Commercial import of wireless equipment

• Switching over from a regime of issuing permits a priori to 
a regime of retroactive supervision – by cancelling the 
requirement to obtain an import permit from the Ministry 
of Communications prior to importing products with low-
risk of electromagnetic disturbances, like wireless peripheral 
equipment for computers. This way, it will be possible to import 
and release these products from customs with no delay.

• Switching over from a regime of advanced permits to a 
regime of affidavits – by determining an exemption in respect 
of specific models of wireless devices that are of low risk of 
electromagnetic disturbances (relative to specific models 
to which the above exemption will not apply), so that it will 
be possible to release these models from customs with the 
importer’s declaration and without obtaining the Ministry of 
Communications’ permit in advance.

• Increasing the efficiency of enforcement tools for retroactive 
quality supervision by providing additional enforcement 
tools like administrative tools, monitoring and supervision 
capabilities, and more.

Indirect savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 350 million - July 2018
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Ministry of 
Communications

Special licenses

• Migration to online payment of fees.

• Automation of a new licensing system that will enable delivery 
of notifications to people applying for a license, including the 
various stages of the process, such as receipt of the application, 
a request for additional documents, and completion of 
treatment of the request.

• Switching over to general permits or exemptions for some of 
the special licenses.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.06 million 500 days annually December 2020

Operator of wireless stations in marine and aviation 
services

• The plan has been postponed and will be implemented in 2018.
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Execution of the burden-reduction plans 
formulated in 2016

Reporting instructions 50%25% 25%

1. Licensing Department 
wired telecommunication equipment

2. Engineering Administration 
establishing wireless stations

3. Engineering Administration 
marine vessels licensing

Plans for 2018

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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Message from the Director General
The vision of the Ministry of Culture and Sport led by Minister Miri Regev is 
to promote sports and cultural activities, making them accessible as a basic 
right of every citizen, sector and town in Israel.

To realize this vision, I have defined several objectives, the first of which 
is removing barriers that prevent the expansion of culture programs and 
sports activities, particularly in the social and geographical periphery.

The ministry sees great importance in reducing most of the excess 
regulatory and bureaucratic burden imposed on cultural institutions, sports 
entities and local municipalities on the one hand, and on the citizens the 
ministry is designed to serve on the other.

Therefore, we have set forth a five-year plan for regulatory-burden 
reduction in a variety of domains. Pursuant to the plan, in 2017 we focused 
on removing the barriers related to the medical exams in the sports sectors, 
and the barriers related to the import of competition instruments within 
the driving sector. Save as with the entire plan, we are taking action to find 
the delicate balance between imposing proper supervision and monitoring, 
certainly in areas concerning children and youngsters, and the removal 
of supervision levels and excess burden, which many times prevent the 
development of the services that the ministry wishes to provide.

Sincerely, 
Yossi Sharabi

Expected annual market savings:

109  
days

TTM 
reduction

Direct

NIS 1.64 
million
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Plans formulated in 2017:

Medical exams for athletes

• Reducing the number of medical exams – from one exam 
annually to a one-time exam upon joining a sports union for 
athletes in sport like bowling, pétanque and more.

• Reducing the number of ergonomics exams (ECG) – by 
increasing the age bar above which it is required to conduct 
the exam annually, from the age of 35 to the age of 40 for 
athletes in sports like horse riding, golf and more.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 1.54 million 109 days annually December 2019

Import of competition instruments and spare parts for 
sports driving

• Extending the import license’ validity from 3 months to 6 
months.

• Cancelling the requirement to present a valid import license 
both upon bringing the goods into the country as well as at 
the time of release from customs (a process that takes place 
towards the sale of the devices). Instead, presenting a valid 
import license will be required only when the goods are 
brought into the country.

Direct savings TTM reduction
Deadline for 
execution 

NIS 0.1 million - Executed
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Approval of training programs and instructors’ 
certification exams

• The domain was examined and no extraordinary burden was 
found

Appointment of judges and rabbinical judges

• The domain was examined and no extraordinary burden was 

found

Divers insurance

• Examination of the domain was postponed to 2018
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Execution of the burden-reduction plans 
formulated in 2015

83% 17%

17%

Recreational diving

Sports driving

Athletes insurance

83%

100%

Executed

Not executed

Date of execution not yet due
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Plans for 2018

1. Sports Administration 
certification of institutions for training instructors and 

coaches.

2. Sports Administration 
testing and certification of courses for coaches and 

instructors.

3. Sports Driving Authority 
provision of licenses for sports driving events.

4. Recreational Diving Authority 
supervision of diving centers.
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